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“Extreme quality” is the best definition for this work.
On the one hand it could be deemed as a double A side
because both tracks are so good but “Long Time No
Sleep” does have that deeper edge that will make it
appeal to B side fanatics. “Hypnotic Story” was the
result of a late night production session and it really
lives up to its name as the whole essence of the track
seems to just draw you in. While “Long Time No
Sleep” is an expression of the “after party”
atmosphere, it finds its inspiration in that morning after
vibe which only clubbers will understand, the intensity,
the depth, the highs and the lows. Listening to music
that of this quality is a great pleasure and if you have
found these tracks then you have found a good thing.

Hypnotic Story
What will strike you about this work is the clarity in which each element is presented and then how working together
as a whole a full image and picture is created. It is impossible to stop yourself from being drawn into the hypnotic
thread that culminates in a double drop, consisting firstly of the kick drum and then a kick bass combo that is just
sure to get the sleepiest of dance floor shaking some booty!

Long Time No Sleep
This one is an altogether more complex number that among other things
really exemplifies Dries’ structural composition talents. Total domination is
advanced in the intro by the buzzing midrange hornet bass but it doesn’t
stop there and nor should it! Dries offers some temporary relief in the
breakdown with ethereal strings and dreamy melodies before all that has
come before returns together with the additional of an intricate and zesty
pad sequence. Magnificent.
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